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How the project came about…
London College of Communication, University of the Arts
London collaboration with Decathlon.
MA Service Experience Design and Innovation
Project-led curriculum
• 1st time for LCC: 5 day design process > tangible solution.
• 1st time for Decathlon: design thinking and UAL partnership
Two prototypes:
a) Tool for Decathlon
b) Rapid design sprint model with industry partner for MA
Goal: Identify connection between human-centred design &
human resources

Project scoping
Several meetings to explore how we could work
together and issues to focus on
Starting point:
•

Decathlon growing fast in the UK but high
turn-over of sports advisors who advise
customers

•

Lack of trust between sports advisors in the
process, and some department managers.

Communication between managers and staﬀ needs to be improved

Sports Advisors issues:

Managers issues:

•

Lack of trust and sense of
value

•

High rotation makes it hard to
be consistent in management

•

More clarity needed in
prioritising tasks

•

Individual meetings take too
long to prepare

•

Lack of opportunities for staﬀ
development and feedback

•

Diﬃcult to measure the KPI for
annual appraisal

Project set up…
We agreed to focus on a 5 day sprint focussing on improving
employee experience
Decathlon Aims:
• to improve communication and development opportunities for sports
advisors
• to reduce hierarchy and streamline processes
We let the Sports Advisors know we were going try something
different and invited UAL team onsite for a week…
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This project pilots an agile model of
collaboration that tackles a well-structured
challenge and focuses on implementation
and measurement of a service proposal
with a private enterprise client. The model
is devised as a five-day Service Design
Sprint that follows a Double Diamond design
process[2] divided in two stages that combine
curriculum project and graduate consultancy.
Students benefit from this model by working
Led by a visiting service design practitioner,
in a professional environment through all
and supported by a course tutor, during the
the stages of the project, from research
Service Design Sprint students undergo
to implementation and measurement of
an intense and rigorous design process to
the service concept’s impact. Enterprise
uncover latent needs, reframe problems and
benefits from the expertise of a team of
co-create prototypes onsite with the client’s
service
design
practitioners,
academics
FIG. 1 Actors
input throughout. Following the Service
and students; academics and students
Design Sprint, a tutor assists the enterprise
throughout the curriculum project, graduate
consultancy and follow up stages to
This
project pilots an agile modelpartner
of during the implementation and
measurement of the service concept. (FIG. 2)
measure impact.
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This Service Design Sprint is also a pilot
to explore mechanisms to establish
collaboration with for profit enterprise as
part of the curriculum, enhance student
experience, as well as opportunities
to facilitate Knowledge Exchange (KE)
between UAL staff, visiting service design
practitioners, students and enterprise. (FIG. 1)
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The MA Service Experience Design
and Innovation (London College of
Communication, University of the Arts
London, is a practice-based professionally
oriented course, which combines theory
with practice in a project-led curriculum.
Live projects with public, private and third
sector organisations prepare students
for their professional life, by developing
service design solutions that tackle
complex challenges. Typically, students
on the MA carry out 10-week curriculum
projects around an exploratory challenge.
They engage stakeholders through
design research methods, such as design
ethnography, co-design workshops and
service prototyping, and deliver research
and service concepts to the client.
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Day 0) Contextualisation and preparation
•

Rapid prototyping workshop

•

Talk by Helen Job on future trends of retail sector, desk
research.

•

All asked to do field research in Decathlon stores over
weekend.

Day 1) Research and Discovery
What we learned:
•

Training needs for Sports Advisors and Managers

•

Diverse management styles

•

Sports
challenges
foster team
identities and
The
Rapid Design
Process
cohesion

•

Need to enable employees to be more autonomous

•

Need for more sharing of knowledge and
experiences

Day 2) From Discover to Design
•

Huge amount of insights
identified

•

Moved from problem solving to
solution phase

The Rapid
Designconcepts
Process
• Developed
•

Used story boards and lo-fi
prototypes to test & iterate with
staff
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Storyboard in progress.
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Storyboard in progress.
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Team member and department manager testing an early prototype.
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Different team’s briefs and final service concepts.
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Different team’s briefs and final service concepts.
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Day 3)
•

Refined prototypes and
concepts after staff
feedback.

•

Presented solutions.

•

One concept selected to
pilot.

DAY 2

F
Teams finished their service concepts and prepared their pitch
D
to the client: from research insights, demonstration of the
Ensure a
service concept and value proposition, delivery and
implementation, and measurement plan in 3 months. (FIG. 8)sport ad
experien
Decathlon Lakeside’s operational manager selected one all depar
service concept to be taken forward based on five factors:

Selection
criteria

1

Potential to affect employee experience

2

Implementation and integration with existing systems

3

Resource intensity, sustainability after three-month trial

4

Transferability across and beyond the store

epartment manager testing an early prototype.

DAY 2 & 3

DecaSco
Delivery measurable impact
Empowe
proactiv
In addition, students took the opportunity to peer feedback
actions t
on their colleagues’ service concepts.
their em
experien
5

FIG. 8
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Day 4)
Selected team worked closely with staff
Further iteration….
Day 5)
Refined selected service concept and
presented solution for staff to try out

DecaScore
The selected service concept was
DecaScore designed by James Henry,
Shaika Al Thani, Phatkthima Patumraj,
Jie Tang and Zihan Zhou.
Decascore facilitates focussed
conversation between department
managers and sports advisors to
improve their work experience.

Teams finished their service concepts and prepared their pitch
to the client: from research insights, demonstration of the
service concept and value proposition, delivery and
implementation, and measurement plan in 3 months. (FIG. 8)
Decathlon Lakeside’s operational manager selected one
service concept to be taken forward based on five factors:

Decascore is based on 3 main tools
- a monthly staﬀ survey,
- a reports on the results
- a tool to promote discussion and
actionable planning for improvement.

1

Potential to affect employee experience

2

Implementation and integration with existing systems

3

Resource intensity, sustainability after three-month trial

4

Transferability across and beyond the store

5

Delivery measurable impact

In addition, students took the opportunity to peer feedback
on their colleagues’ service concepts.
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FIG. 9 Sale assistant testing the
DecaScore’s final prototype.

Camping

(Score)

Cycle 1:

Jan – Mar 2017
LATEST MONTH AVERAGE
THIS CYCLE AVERAGE

Purpose & Values

Pleasure in the
Workplace

4.0

0

3.0

0

2.0

0

LAST CYCLE AVERAGE

Confidence

0
1. 0

0.0

0

Be Yourself

DecaScore
Monthly survey collects store-wide
quantitative and qualitative insights
on employees’ experience at the
workplace per department.

Responsibility

Team Player

This Cycle (vs. Last Cycle)

It provides the manager with
quarterly, visual snapshot report

Guidance

Previous Cycle Agreed Actions

Purpose & Values

2.98

Confidence

2.62

Responsibility

3.18

Guidance

2.62

Team Player

3.16

Be Yourself

2.78

Pleasure in the Workplace

2.71

Comments From This Cycle

This Cycle Agreed Actions

DecaScore

The report provides
• previous cycles score, current
cycles score, and months score
• Comparison between previous and
current cycles
• Employee comments
• Record of agreed actions to
improve the work experience
FIG. 10 Screenshot of the
DecaScore’s survey results
per department.

The selected service concept was DecaScore, designed by James Henry,
Shaika Al Thani, Phakthima Patumraj, Jie Tang and Zihan Zhou (Team One).

Piloting the Decascore
1st piloted with the team (1 department )

We collected 3 rounds of data and
explored results at team meeting in July
How did it help?
• Helped to make better decisions helped match needs with tasks
•

Had really productive meeting - more
collaborative and visual meeting.

•

Rather than manager leading,
interactive meeting led by Sport
advisors

•

Higher engagement

What we have learned since the pilot…
Have repeated Decascore again and are comparing
with annual barometer in November

Things to improve
•

August-September harder to implement as the busy
season…

•

Staﬀ changes, less department managers to
champion Decascore

•

Department team reduced so not enough data and
not anonymous

Tangible Outcomes so far
•

Monthly individual meetings instead of bi-monthly

•

Implemented ideas from the sport advisors - e.g
work-stations - layout changed

•

Sports advisors improved key processes that led to
increased sales

Impact on culture & process at Decathlon
•

Old way: powerpoint dates, stats and numbers,
hierarchy

•

New way: human centred visual thinking into daily
operations

•

Sports advisors empowered and motivated

•

Communication improved

Next steps / aspirations…
To take Decascore store level not just 2-3 departments
Change who reports on Decascore - and rotate so that
everyone has better understanding of each department,
each team, and the store as a whole.

Implications for businesses considering a rapid design
sprint.
The impact is as much about the process as the result.
Communication and collaboration are critical.
•

Bring in designers / students but involve as many people as possible
from across the organisation

•

Be clear about expectations and scope.

•

Be prepared to take risks and fail safely

•

Be clear about what access designers and researchers will have to
staﬀ and to spaces

•

Build in time for reflection and review post pilot

Key take-away from the Decathlon
rapid sprint process:

The impact is as much about the process as the result.
Communication and collaboration are critical.

